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The Australian Curriculum: The Arts is 
based on the principle that all young 
Australians are entitled to engage fully in all 
the major art forms and to be given a 
balanced and substantial foundation in the 
special knowledge and skills base of 
each.

http://beta.australiancurriculum.edu.au/the-arts/the-arts-across-foundation-to-year-10
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Teachers in schools are the key to 
providing students with rich, sustained, 
rigorous learning in each of the subjects in 
the arts. The arts industry complements 
the provision of the arts curriculum in 
schools through programs and partnerships, 
and by increasingly providing specialist 
services for schools …

Shape of the Australian Curriculum: The Arts
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The arts in the local community includes the 
arts of all the cultural groups represented in 
that community and is the initial focus for 
learning in the arts at school. 

http://beta.australiancurriculum.edu.au/the-arts/the-arts-across-foundation-to-year-10
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Through the Australian Curriculum: The 
Arts, students pursue broad questions such 
as: 
What meaning is intended in an artwork? What does the 
audience understand from this artwork? What is the cultural 
context of the artwork and of the audience engaging with 
it? What key beliefs and values are reflected in artworks 
and how did artists influence societies of their time? How 
do audiences perceive and understand artworks? What 
does the advancement of technology mean to the 
presentation of, and audience engagement with, different 
artworks?

http://beta.australiancurriculum.edu.au/the-arts/the-arts-across-foundation-to-year-10
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Rationale

Students learn as artists and audience through the 
intellectual, emotional and sensory experiences of the arts. 
…
They acquire knowledge, skills and understanding specific 
to the arts subjects and develop critical understanding that 
informs decision making and aesthetic choices. 
…
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Aims
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Achievement standards – end of primary
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‘Many of the teachers in primary school are 
getting quite old, they’re afraid of a mess and of 
the kids getting out of control.’

‘The national partnerships has forced teachers 
to look at their programs … one teacher has 
started to reflect and really look at what she is 
doing. She is actually going to lead a change in 
that area.’
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… maximising opportunities for
learners to engage with innovative 
thinkers and leaders and to 
experience the arts both as 
audience members and as 
artists…
(National Education 
and the Arts Statement, 2007)



Contact…
Email: info@acara.edu.au
Linda.Lorenza@acara.edu.au

Telephone: 02 8098 3152

Twitter: @TheRenza
Do you follow?


